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“Welcome Back” by Jason Bezuidenhout

W

elcome back! Hope you all had a
fresh start to the New Year. Just
 Tru - FM
can not believe that this term
 Valentines
went by so quickly. Quite a number of events
Day
took place this term, which will be highlight Movie Review ed in the newsletter. The newsletter club has
two new additions to the family, Ziphozihle
 Civic Voices
Mniki and Shirley Selanto. If there are more
learners wishing to join, feel free to chat to
 SCO Cares
other members of the club. Xolani SSS had
 Sports
promising Matric results in 2011, we in CAMI
creased from 68% in 2010 to 72% in 2011.


Summer

“A word from the principal” by Asanda Lokwe
Dale Carnegie once said; “There are four ways, and
only four ways, in which we have contact with the
world. We are evaluated and classified by the four
contacts; what we do, how we look, what we say
and how we say it.”
This quote befits how educators should behave daily
as they perform their daily duties. Educators are
continuously in contact with people from all walks
of life. They are what they do, how they look and
above all what they say.
Educators at Xolani SSS are continuously encouraged to be mindful of what they do and say since
their actions or inactions could either make or
break the lives of the children. Students learn
though examples, it is for this reason that those in

power should aim to influence the behaviour of others, by displaying acceptable moral values.
As we approach the end of the first term, I wish to
emphasize the fact that, the year is nearing to an end.
We should all work harder, knowing that success
does not come easily but through hard work.
I wish everybody in
the education sector
a productive year,
filled with happiness
and laughter.

Contributors:
Xolani Learners and
staff
Editor:
Jason Bezuidenhout
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“A word from the Head Girl” By Asanda Lokwe
My name is Shirley Thandokuhle Selanto. I am currently doing grade 12 at Xolani S.S.S
Last year I was chosen as the 2012 president of the school by the class representatives.
This was an opportunity of a life time which I had to grab with both hands. I felt that I
could make a change on what the school was before. I feel extremely excited about
being the president because I have never experienced it before and as I mentioned
above that I want to help my schoolmates receive the best services at school.
The experience that I have received lately was a positive experience from both the
learners and educators which has made me feel more excited about the position because of their warm-hearted response towards me.
I promise to work for my “fellows” needs, led them with respect and dignity.

“Civic Voices” by A. Lokwe
Civic Voices are an International Democracy Memory Bank Project sponsored by the American Federation of teachers. The Civic Voices club aims at giving a chance to the blacks that participated in
the fight against Apartheid, to be acknowledged, to share stories and experiences of the time.
Here at Xolani Senior Secondary School, Civic Voices is done as a subject, it is done as an extra mural
activity, under the debating society. There are different countries involved in the club/project and it
also has different themes. South Africa’s theme is Anti-Apartheid struggle.
Candidates involved are required to find activists to interview. The candidate conducted the best interview will be posted on the internet.

As a Xolani High school ritual every year we celebrate Valentines Day by
hosting our own show. This is known as the Miss Valentines Beauty Pageant.
We get great music, company and we get a chance to be ourselves. This
year was fantastic everyone seem to have had great fun.
Big ups! To the RCL for improving the presents. Everyone looked lovely and
so did I, lol! We are looking forward to the next show hoping it will be better
than this one! RCL I am watching you like a hawk! No complaints came from
the principal about the behaviour, hoping next time it will be the same.
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Valentines Day is celebrated on February 14. This day is there for people to
show their love for each other. During the day people are expected to laugh out
loud, be themselves, share jokes, exchange gifts and show more love to people
that are most dearest in our hearts.
To me Valentine’s Day and every day we must beexposed to the outer
world. As a person you need to have two or more people that can’t go a
single day without thinking of you. During Valentine’s Day you must tell
your boyfriend, girlfriend, family member or best friend that you love
them! And I love you all newsletter readers.

CAMI Maths will take us to higher horizons by Francis Kimbugwe
Solving problems in Mathematics using CAMI Maths is fun, challenging and
educative. CAMI Maths is a computer program which the Maths department
is using in order to improve learners performance in Mathematics.
According to some research, there is a positive correlation between the pass
rates of both Physical Science and Mathematics worldwide. This is partly attributed to the fact that a large portion of Physical Science involves solving
problems which need mathematics basics.
Hence, the science and mathematics department envisages improvement in
understanding and improved performance in both maths and science when
leaners regularly attend CAMI Maths lessons.
As a result, learners are requested to utilize their CAMI Maths lessons so
that the department’s output could boast more chartered accountants, engineers, doctors and many more sought after professions.
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TRU - FM by Andile Mila

The prestige local youth show, which goes by the slogan
“like no one else” this prestigious radio show has apparently
marketed itself basically for the youth and for that reason
it is mutual beneficiary as well.
The youth admires the show and its presenters. The faces
of some of the theirs were revealed on the 29th of February 2012, judging
by the behaviour of the school pupils their faces proved to be illuminations.
The learners showed enthusiasm and their voices caused a rollicking atmosphere as they saw the faces of the people behind their favourite
programmes in this no.1 youth radio station. Some of the names that
were illustrated were Akona, Sisonke, Siphokazi and their producer Tony. In fact they were the only faces there and they did not visit but they
also nailed a board on the wall. To show that they sponsor our school,
we also feel delegated to be privileged to work together with Tru.Fm.
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“Sports Update” by Ziphozihle Mniki

Netball
The 4th team
A game so great with a bit of a challenge, the Funda S.S.S didn’t want to lose so did the
Xolani girls, they were full of sweat and each school wanted to win. Score after score,
the defenders from both teams were tight. But Funda S.S.S. beat Xolani by 8 balls while
Xolani had 5, Funda won by 3 balls from Xolani.
The 3rd team
Both teams’ supporters were singing and challenging each other Funda said Xolani will
lose and Xolani wanted to prove them wrong and so since the 4 th team lost the game already they aimed to winning the match and they won it by 1 ball.
Netball
On Wednesday the 7th of March
The match on Stailers vs. Freshers.
The match was defined as a fabulous match, where both teams played very well. The
games were well enjoyed. A lot happened where one girl lost her shoes and some got
injured but that was taken care of. The 1st team played well the Stailers won, 2 nd team
also played well and their again the Stailers won, 3rd team also played okay they won.
Just to congratulate the girls. The games were perfect “keep the good work up”

Soccer
2nd Soccer team and 1st

Rugby
2nd team and 1st team
As we all know rugby is never an easy sport to fool
with, Funda won by 12 points with 2 tries and one
conversion which they missed and so with one penalty
converted so they beat Xolani 12-0 and as for the 1st
team, as we always really on our teams the 1st team
always makes us proud. The 1 st team rugby played
exceptionally well, an impressive game one of the players told the newspaper. “We are really happy that we
made it and as well that we made the whole team, our
teachers are impressed, we are a happy team now. The
year started very well for us” The scores were, Xolani
beat Funda by 12-5

Both teams aimed to win, but Xolani didn’t get the chance to
even score one goal. Funda beat Xolani by 3-0 and as for the
1st team their performance was impressive as expected it to
be. We were happy about the results as they totally made us
proud, Xolani beat Funda by 4-1.
One of the players who was the man of the match for the
soccer team Banele Thompsom said “ The game was quite
challenging but we ended up beating the Funda S.S.S, it was
impressive and we are proud we made it.
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“SOPA Competition” by Shirley Selanto
Interviewer: Selanto Shirley
Interviewee: Ntseto Ntokozo
Subject topic: SOPA Competition



How do you feel about being one of the learners that represented the KWT District in East London for
SOPA?
I was very pleased to stand in front of the crowd to represent Xolani SSS. I was ready and determined to put
my schools name on the map.



What have you experienced throughout the whole process?
Even if you see yourself as a small person, God has greater plans for you and that next year I am going to
represent Xolani SSS.



What challenges did you experience?
The first one was that I was up against Grade 12 learners. I got scared when I heard them delivering their
speeches and by the time I delivered mine, not a single correct word came out of my mouth.



Where you satisfied with the results? Why?
Yes I was I was not even disappointed. I told myself that next time I am going to be making waves. In competitions like these, you have to save room for disappointments. Another thing was I was very proud of myself
for what I have accomplished and that next year I am determined to win!

Teachers Contribution: By Gift Shelembe
What does it mean to be a teacher? Mrs Dumana
Teaching is not something you just wake-up one morning and say I want to
teach.
You don’t first look at the salary of your occupation before you decide on pursuing a career. It comes from inside, it should be something you feel and live.
To me, teaching means filling the empty spaces in children’s minds with information that will eternally change their lives.
By feeding them with knowledge, they know how to live their lives in a good way
and in the future, they will be able to make their dreams come true by occupying careers that are going to give them good income and improve their standards of living.
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“SCO Cares” By Ntseto Ntokozo
The SCO of the school was officially opened the 29th of February
2012. Pupils of the school and teachers seemed to have enjoyed the
function. The word of God was
given to us by Mr Asanda Manzana who went all out to try and help
those with problems. We would
like for the school to join us during
the long break in the prefabs.
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Pure Joy by Siphosethu Njamela
Joy is bright bold and beautiful
Never black and white
Its full of colour
Colour that shouts widely and laughs freely
And loves the rush of wind on its face
WHEN BOOKS FALL OPEN
When books fall open
And you fall in
A great adventure
Will begin.
A princess, a Tigger
A flying broom
A magic hat
A pink kangaroo.
Yes, when books fall open
And you fall in,
A great adventure
Will begin.
A knight and his horse
A trip to the moon,
A talking dog
A big red balloon.
So pick a book
Crawl right in,
Then your journey
Shall begin.
© Makennarella

Joy is rainbow colours

If I knew you and you knew me,

If I knew you and you knew me,
If both of us could clearly see,
And with an inner sight divine,
The meaning of your heart and mine,
I'm sure that we would differ less,
And clasp our hands in friendliness;
Our thoughts would pleasantly agree,
If I knew you and you knew me.
Nixon Waterman
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Movie
Review

“Journey 2: The Mysterious Island”




Directed by: Brad Peyton
In Theatres: 10 February 2012
Distributed by: Warner Bros

In this follow-up to the 2008 worldwide hit Journey to
the Center of the Earth, the new 3D family adventure
Journey 2: The Mysterious Island begins when young
Sean Anderson (Josh Hutcherson, reprising his role
from the first film) receives a coded distress signal
from a mysterious island where no island should exist. It's a place of strange life forms, mountains of
gold, deadly volcanoes, and more than one astonishing secret. Unable to stop him from going, Sean's new
stepfather, Hank (Dwayne Johnson), joins the quest.
Together with a helicopter pilot (Luis Guzman) and
his beautiful, strong-willed daughter (Vanessa Hudgens), they set out to find the island, rescue its lone
inhabitant and escape before seismic shockwaves
force the island under the sea and bury its treasures
forever. -- (C) Official Site

INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE:

Education is the power to think
clearly, the power to act well in the
world's work, and the power to
appreciate life.
- Brigham Young
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20 FACTS ABOUT SA
1. Table Mountain in Cape Town is believed to be one of the oldest mountains in the world.
2. The world is divided into six floral kingdoms. All these kingdoms encompass several countries, and in some
cases, several continents. South Africa, which has a floral kingdom wholly contained within the country, is the
one exception. The Cape Floral Kingdom has 9,600 plant species, 70% of which are not found anywhere else in
the world.
3. Table Mountain alone has over 1,500 species of plants, more than the entire United Kingdom.
4. South Africa is the second largest exporter of fruit in the world.
5. South Africa has the longest wine route in the world.
6. Kruger National Park supports the greatest variety of wildlife species on the African continent.
7. South Africa, Zimbabwe, and Mozambique are tearing down fences between the countries' game parks to create a 13,500 square mile game park, which will become the largest conservation area in the world. It will be bigger than Switzerland, Belgium or Taiwan.
8. South Africa has a penguin colony, which thrives thanks to the cold Antarctic currents on the west coast near
the Cape.
9. South Africa is rated 3rd in the world in supplying safe, drinkable tap water.
10. The Palace of the Lost City resort hotel is the largest theme resort hotel in the world as well as the largest
building project undertaken in the southern hemisphere.
11. Walt Disney serves South African wine exclusively at its 73-acre Animal Kingdom Lodge in the United States.
12. South Africa has the cheapest electricity in the world.
13. The deepest mine is a gold mine in South Africa. in 1977 the Western Deep Levels Mine reached a depth of
11,749 feet. Most mines descend to about 3,300 feet.
14. South Africa is the only country in the world to voluntarily abandon its nuclear weapons program.
15. South Africa has 19,004 miles of railway track - 80% of Africa's rail infrastructure.
16. South Africa generates two-thirds of Africa's electricity.
17. The Tugela Falls is the second highest waterfall in the world, where the water tumbles down 2,789 feet. First
place goes to the Angel Falls in Venezuela at 3,212 feet.
18. Blyde River Canyon is the third largest canyon in the world - and the largest green one. The Grand Canyon
in the U.S. is the biggest, and the Fish River Canyon in Namibia the second, but both are very dry.
19. South Africa is home to the world's smallest succulent plants (less than 0.39 inches) and the largest (the baobab tree).
20. Kimberley may have the biggest man-made hole in the world, but did you know that the southern Free State
town of Jagersfontein has the deepest vertical man-made hole?
's leader in mining and minerals. It has nearly 90% of the platinum metals on earth, 80% of the manganese, 73% of
the chrome, 45% of the vanadium and 41% of the gold.
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JOKES AND FUNNIES

(hehehehe)

Why are there no asprins in the jungle?
Because the Parots-ate-em-all

What do you call a sheep with no legs?
A cloud

What do you call a fish with no eye ?
FSH !

Why was the Energizer Bunny arrested?
He was charged with battery.

What do you call a camal with 3 humps?
Humphreys

What do you call a deer with no
eyes ?
I have no I-Deer

What do you call two Mexicans playing
basketball?
Juan on Juan.

What do cows do for entertainment?
They rent moovies !

Why do gerillas have big nostralls?
Coz they got big fingers!!!!!!!!!
What's the difference between a woman
with PMS and a Pitt Bull?
Lipstick

What does a fish say when it runs into a wall?
DAMN!
If a turtle doesnt have a shell, is it naked or
homeless ?

What is invisable and smells like
carrots?
Rabbit farts.
What is a dogs favourite school subject?
"Dog-Ruff-E "

How do you stop a fish from smelling?
Cut its nose off

“Throwing Pebbles at a car”
One morning a boy walks in to class late
His substitute teacher asks him "Where have you been"
He replies "Throwing pebbles at a car"
15 minutes later a girl walks in the teacher asks 'where have you been' she answers "throwing pebbles
at a car"
2 hours later a young girl comes in all bruised and dirty the teacher asks "Let me guess you were throwing pebbles at a car" she answers "No miss, I am pebbles

PUPIL – “Would you punish me for something I didn`t do?”
TEACHER – “Of course not.”
PUPIL – “Good, because I haven`t done my homework.”

